While Hitler Was Chancellor He Faced A lot Of Problems

Background Information:

- Hitler was chancellor but not yet completely in control
- Opposition from outside the Nazi party such as the communists were almost being “strangled”
- Some within the Nazi party also opposed Hitler along with some important people

The SA (Storm-Abteilung) Known as Storm Troopers

- The brown-shirts formed in 1921 to protect Hitler and the Nazi party form people such as communists
- In charge of the SA was a man called Ernst Roehm

Why Were The Brown-shirts Disloyal?

- Some SA members were still keen on the original Nazi ideas – a National Socialist Revolution
- They wanted rich landowners and big businesses to be taken over
- Gregor Strasser was the main believer in this and he had lots of Supporters
- Gregor Strasser wasn’t to keen on Hitler and his beliefs
- Strasser quoted “I am a man marked by death. Whatever happens, mark what I say. From now on Germany is in the hands of an Austrian who is a congenital liar, a former officer who is a pervert and a clubfoot. And I tell you the last is the worst of them all. This is Satan in human form.”
- Liar-Hitler
- Pervert-Roehm
- Clubfoot-Goeballs

Ernst Roehm

- Was the leader SA leader and also clashed with Hitler
- He wanted his Brown-shirts to become the new German Army. With HIM in charge.